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Sage of the Ages Vom Royale, NAJ, 
NF, NFP, OA, OAP, OJP, AXJ, PJ1, PK1, 
CL1-S, CL3-R, CL4-H, CL4-F, a German 
Shepherd owned by Camille Ward 
of Michigan. Photo by Cathi Winkles 
Photography.
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better. By Kathy Keats
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52 Triumphing Over Behavior Problems
Behavior problems can be difficult to solve, but 
agility teams are extremely likely to have the 
tools they need to change undesirable behav-
ior, no matter what the specific problems are. 
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Why Should I Care About 
This Science Stuff, Part 1
Why take time to learn some science? 
Understanding just a bit about the 
science of animal behavior can make 
a difference to your life, your dog’s life, 
and the standard of competition you 
can achieve. By Lynne Stephens

Should You Teach Directionals?
Dogs do well with directionals. The 
problem is us, the handlers. So what 
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By Allison Bryant

The OneMind Dogs 
Methodology: Key Points 
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Dogs (OMD) methodology, and what 
are the responsibilities of each mem-
ber of the team? By Janita Leinonen & 
Jaakko Suoknuuti
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29 Does Your Dog Have a 
Jumping Problem?
Another weekend, another Q 
lost to a knocked bar. Is it just 
one of those things or does your 
dog have a jumping problem? 
Some very successful trainers 
and handlers share their ideas. 
By Sally Silverman
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Groove Back, Part 1
Need some ideas for increasing 
your dog’s motivation and drive? 
This three-part series documents 
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reignite a dog’s enthusiasm for 
agility and desire to play with her 
handler. By Bobbie Bhambree


